Case Study
Artificial Intelligence

Safe Host Services
Secured Private Cloud
Access to Finance Ecosystem

InvestGlass Deploys its Private
Banking Artificial Intelligence
Platform from Safe Host
Safe Host’s private cloud platform provides the perfect
solution for InvestGlass’ wealth management application.
As a cutting‐edge Swiss based start up with global
ambitions, InvestGlass needed a scalable and secure hosting
solution.
Solution

o
o
o

Scalable IT resources.
Effective network security.
Connectivity to the Safe Host banking ecosystem.

Benefits

o
o
o

Rapid AI platform deployment.
Secured and confidential data protection.
Low latency connectivity to users.

“Safe Host’s delivery and support have been impeccable. As our systems work in
real time, the reliability of service delivery is crucial. Safe Host’s private cloud
services lets us focus on our core application safe in the knowledge that our
systems will always be available and supported 24/7” Alexandre Gaillard, CEO
InvestGlass.
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Bringing Big Bank Advisory to Middle Tier Wealth
Managers
InvestGlass is a web based financial information
platform developed in Switzerland providing out‐of‐
the‐box private banking and wealth capabilities.
The platform is fully customizable helping wealth
advisors meet their clients’ needs while
implementing complex compliance requirements.

About InvestGlass
InvestGlass began with a simple idea : every investor
should receive an individualised information at the
right time and format. Why ? Because, each investor
is unique, their attention is precious, engaging
individuals is expensive.

InvestGlass SA is a Swiss incorporated company
based in Geneva, Switzerland and the code is
developed in Switzerland. Portal is designed in
Safe Host Private Cloud: Reliable, Agile & Secure
Switzerland and hosted in Swiss bank level security
servers. Markets feeds are provided
By leveraging Safe Host’s private
by
most famous professional
cloud service hosted at its Geneva
providers.
data centre, InvestGlass benefits
“Safe Host’s reliability and the
from a private cloud environment
InvestGlass covers financial data and
ability to connect to its
that is agile and secure. “As we face
continuous quotes on equities,
finance ecosystem is having a
the prospect of undergoing
bonds, foreign exchange, ETF,
huge positive impact on our
numerous customer audits we are
futures, commodities, mutual funds,
business.”
secure in the knowledge that Safe
hedge funds and much more.
Alexandre Gaillard, CEO, InvestGlass
Host’s methodology and delivery
Together, we are re‐inventing the
systems will give us satisfactory
financial information platform to
results each time”. Sébastien
bring each user the best way to
Thévenaz, CTO, InvestGlass.
invest because each investor is unique. For more
information
on
InvestGlass
please
visit
Bank Level Security & 24/7 Support
www.investglass.com or follow @investglass on
When dealing with wealth managers, InvestGlass
Twitter.
needed to show that the hosted systems were not
About Safe Host SA
only in Switzerland but protected by bank level
security. Safe Host’s Geneva data centre is
Safe Host SA provides a complete range of data
considered one of the most secured facilities in
centre services in its Tier III Data Centers in
the country, backed‐up by the fact that some of
Switzerland. Leveraging Safe Host's competencies
the worlds’ leading financial institutions rely on
in data centre management; customers can focus
Safe Host to protect their sensitive data.
on their core skills and confidently leave their data
With the InvestGlass application available as a
SaaS model to international wealth managers it
was critical that Safe Host’s support was available
at any time and in any time zone. The systems are
monitored at all times by qualified network and
systems engineers with the ability to troubleshoot
any problems before they impact the InvestGlass
service.
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centre facility operations to us. The company
provides a number of best‐in‐class solutions to
industry‐leading
financial
institutions,
multinationals and international organizations.
Safe Host is ISO 9001 certified for quality
management systems, ISO 27001 for information
security and a FINMA‐compliant company.

